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PREFACE 

Guerrilla wartare is essentially a political var. for this reason, its I/"\ 
area of operations goes beyond the territorial limits of conventional warfare,

‘ 

penetratino the political being ‘par excellence‘ itself: the ‘political 

,aninal' defined,by Aristoteles. 

In effect, the human being'must he considered as the priority objective in 

a political war, And viewed as the military target of guerrilla warfare, the 

most critical point of the human being is the mind. Once the mind has been 

reached, the ‘political animal‘ has been vanquished, without necessarily
' 

having received any shots. j 

Guerrilla warfare emerges and grows in a political environment: in the 

constant struggle to dominate that area of the political mentality which is 

inherent in every human being, and which collectively constitutes the ' 

' 'snvironnent' in which guerrilla warfare coves, and which is precisely the 

arena in which it; triumph or defeat is defined. 

This concept oi guerrilla warfare as a political war turns Psychological _ 

'0perations into the factor that determines the results, the target, than, are 

the minds of the population, the entire population: our troops, the enemy 

troops, and the civil population. . 

this book is a guerrilla training manual for Psychological Operations, and 

it is applied to the specific ease of the Christian and democratic crusade -'
_ 

being conducted in Nicaragua by the Ireedon Commandos. '

\

i 

welcoae! ' ‘

1

II 
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I -INTRODUCTION 

l. General Background

I0 
The aim of this book is to introduce the guerrilla student to 

,psycholoqical operation techniques, which will have an immediate and practical 
value in guerrilla variare. This section is introductory and general in 
nature: the following sections will cover every point mentioned here in more 
detail- 

The nature of the environment in guerrilla warfare does not allow 
sophisticated psychological operations, and it becomes gecessary for the

’ 

group, detachment and squadron leaders to carry out, vitb minimum direction 
_ ;;tron the upper echelons, psychological action operations with the contacts who 

know the reality from the roots.’ 

a 2. Propagandist combatant Guerrilla: I ' 

in order to obtain the maxieun results from Pi§¢bOIO§i¢a1.0perltf9n3 gg 
guerrilla vartare, each combatant must be highly motivated to engage in

Y 

propaganda {ace to (ace, to the same degree that he is motivated to light. 
Ibis neana that the querrilla's individual political awareness, the reason for ' 

his struggle, must be as acute as his capacity to fight. ' 

such a degree oi political evareness and motivation_is obtained tbrough_5 ' 

group dynamics and sell-criticism as a standard teaching aethod tor guerrilla 
training and operations. Group discufaions increase the spirit and the unity 
ol thought oi the guerrilla squadrons, and they exert social pressure on the 
weaker members to periorm a better role in iuture trainine or in combat 
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actions. ,Sc1{-criticism is made in terms o£ one‘s cwn contribution or
\ 

failures in one's contribution to the cause, the movement, the struggle, etc., 

and this introduces an element of positive individual commitment to the I’, 
mission oi the 9I°°P- 

_ . 

The desired result is a guerrilla soldier who may justify his actions
\ 

\ 

,persuas£ve1y when he is in contact with any member of the Nicaraguan reople, 

and especially to himself and his guerrilla companions when enduring the 

vicissitudes of guerrilla warfare. This means that each guerrilla will be 

persuasive in face-to-face communication-~propa5andist, combatant--ln his 

contact vith the people: he must be capable of giving S or l0 loqijcal reasons 

why, for example, a peasant must give him fabric, needle and thread to mend 

his clothes. When the guerrilla behaves this way. enemy P!°?¥9lh4l vlll never 

turn him into an enemy in the eyes of the population. It also means that 

hunger, cold, fatigue and lnseourity will have a meaning, psychologically; in 

the struggle for the cause, because of constant orientation. 

J. Atmcd Yropaganda 

Armed propaganda includes every action performed, and the good Slprasslon 

which this armed force may give will result in the population hsvlnq a 

positive attitude towards those forces: it does not include forced 

lndoctrlnatlon. Armed propaganda improves the bchaviol 9! ‘b9 P°P"1lt1on - 

- 

‘.9 towards its author, and it ls not achieved by force, ' 

ram means that an armed qmmaa unit rn a nml tow vlll not sivs the 
impression that its ueapons are a force that they hold over the peasants, but

» 

rather that they are the strength of the peasants against the repressive 

Sandinlsta government. rhls is achieved throuqh s close identilication with

I 

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIlIHInIIIIIIIInniunnnnn-I-a----..__...__________. 
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the population, as follows: hanging up the weapons and working alongside them 
in their fields, in construction, harvesting the grain, fishing, etc.; giving 
explanations to young men about basic weapons, for example, giving than an 
unloaded weapon and allowing them to touch it, see it, etc., giving a haeje. description or its operation: describing, with simple slogans, how the weapons _vill serve the~people in winning their freedom; adopting the demands of the people for hospitals and education, a reduction of taxes, etc. 

The objective or all these actions is to create an identification of the 
people vith the weapons and with the guerrillas who carry them, so that the 
population {eels that those veapons are, indirectly, the weapons that will. 
protect them and help them in their struggle against an;oppressive regime. 

_ 
There is always implicit terror in weapons, since the people are internally 

, 
- ‘aware’ that they could be used against them: however, as long as explicit 
coercion can be avoided, we may ichieve positive attitudes about the presence ' 

V 

of armed guerrillas in the midst or the population. 

E'_ 6. armed Propaganda Teams 
\,

. 

!fP§!fi%fl$E 
Arned Propaganda Teams [tguipos_de Propaganda Arsada (stall are 

. constituted through a careful selection or persuasive and highly activated <1 A‘ guerrillas, moving within the population, sotivating the people to support the 
iverrillas and resist the enemy. they combine a high degree of political 

, awareness and the guerrillas‘ capacity for armed propaganda, towards I
_ planned, controlled and programmed errors- 

rhe careful selection or personnel, based on their persuasive powers in 
inrormal discussions and on their combat capability, is more important than| 

the level of their education or than the training program. The Armed
I

f 
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Propaganda Team‘: tactics must be carried out covertly, and they must be 

parallel to the tactical efforts in guerrilla warfare. Knowledge of the 

psychology of the population is a primary necessity for the Armed Propaganda I/" 
Teens, but much more intelligence data will be obtained from on EPA program in 
the area of operations.

I 

‘ 5. Development and Control of ‘front’ Organizations 

The development and control of '£ront' organizations is carried out 

through internal subjective (conceeled) control, through group neetinga ot the 
‘internal cadres,‘ and by calculating the time needed for the combination o!

a 

these two elements to be applied to the masses. 

Established citizens--doctors, attorneys, businessmen, teachera, = 

etc.--will be recruited initially as ‘social Crusaders‘ in typically 
' 'innocuous' movements in the area of operations. when their 'involvenent' 

- ¢ 
, 0 

vith the clandestine orfiemzation is revealed to them. tbia aaarta - 

psychological pressure on them so that they can be used aa ‘internal cadraa' 
e

. 

‘in groups to yhich they already belong or group: which they could join. ID 
’ C 

‘then, through a gradual and atllltul process, they will receive ‘ 

instruction in p¢!§u_d8lOl\ techniques tor the control or target qroupa which 

will support our democratic revolution. A ayatea tor the control ot calla 

isolates individuals from one another; and at the appropriate nooent, their '
. 

- - » 1 

influence la used to luae the groups together into a unlted_national trout.‘ “J 

0 0

K 
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6. Control oi Meetings and Mass Assemblies 

The control of mass meetings in support oi guerrilla warfare is carried out internally through a covert commando element, bodyguards, messengers, . shock troops (incident initiators), poster carriers (also used to give 
,signals), and slogan shouters, all under the control or the external commando element.

- 

when the cadres are placed in or recruited from organizations such es labor unions, youth groups, agricultural organizations or professional 
associations, they will begin to manipulate the groups‘ objectives. The . psychological apparatus of our movement, by means oi these internal cadres, will prepare a mental attitude which, at the crucial moment, could become0 -involved in a fury of justified violence.

, 
This can be carried out through a snall_group oi guerrillas infiltrated 

within the masses, who will have the mission of agitating, giving the 
impression that there are many oi than and that they have great popular T4‘, - 

support. Using the taciiis oi a force of 200 to J00 agitators, one can create ' ' 

a demonstration in which 10,000 to 20,000 could take part. '
- 

,
. 

7. ‘Support from Contacts Hho are looted in ieality 

.The support of local contacts vho tnou reality down to its roots is 
- 2 

achieved through the exploitation oi the social and political weaknesses 0! f the target eoeiety, vith propagandist-combatant guerrillas, armed propaganda, 
armed propaganda teams, {rent organizations and mass meetings- 

The propagandist-combatant guerrilla is the result of a constant program 
or indoctrination and motivation. they will haue the mission oi demonstrating 
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to the people the greatness and the justice oi our movement, to all 

Nicaraguan: and to the vorlo. By identifying with our people, Sympathy 

towerds our movement will increase, which will result in greater support £romg’\\/ 

the population towards the freedom commandos, taking away sympathy from the . _; 

regime in power. 

Armed propaganda will extend this process or ioentification with the 

christian guerrillas, providing Ian awareness oil common traits against the 

Sandinista regime, 

The Armed Propaganda fieams provide a stage-by-stege persuasive planning 

program in all areas of the country. These teams are also the ‘eyes an6 care’ 
'

0 

of our movement. I 

lhe development and control or front organizations in guerrilla warfare
‘ 

will give our movement the ability to create the effect of a ‘whip’ within the I3» 

population, when the order to.mer§e is given. when infiltration and ' 

‘ subjective internal control have developeo parallel to other guerrilla
r

I activities, one of our commanders vlll be able to literally abate down the _ 

Sandinista structure and replace it. _ _b _ 

' 

~ The meetings and mace assemblies are the culmination ot albroad bale 0!
I 

support aoong the population, and they occur in the later phases of the 

operation. This in the lament in which an overthrow may be aehlevao ano our 

;¢v,;u;;°n ea“ ggmg pg; in eh; open, requiring the close collaboration at the 

entire population of the country, Ind requiring contacts vho are rooted in "
_ 

I¢l11\y» 
’ ‘ 

tactical ettort in guerrilla warfare is 6if¢¢£¢4 I! 15¢ ¢"¢=¥'I
' 

veaknesees, ano towarc destroying their military capability to resist, anfl 

‘must qo parallel with a psychological eltort to weaken and destroy their .1 
. _, 

sociopolitical capability at the same time. In querrilla wartarc, more than ?@

I 
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l. General Background 
'/ 

The objective of this section is to familiarize the guerrilla with 
psychological operation techniques, which maximizes the social psychological 
effect of a guerrilla movement, turning the guerrilla into a propagandist, in addition to a combatant. The nature of the guerrilla warfare Qnvifgnmgpt 39¢; 
not allow sophisticated facilities to conduct psychological operations; fag 
this reason, we must make use of each guerrilla's effective face-to—face 
persuasion. '

- 

2. Political Awareness
, '

sI 

The querrilla's individual political awareness, the reason tor his 
otruqole, shall be as important as his ability to tight. This activation of 
political awareness will be achieved by: 
- Improving the 9uerrilla‘s combat potential by increasing file motivation gg ' light. 

'- Recognizing the guerrilla as a vital link between the democratic guerrilla 
and the support of the people, essential to the subsistence of both. 

_ 

- Promoting the support of the population tor the national insurgency . ‘ 

, . 0 laovenent) through the support or the local guerrillas, which provides a L Q 
psychological base in the population tor (participation in) politics, after ' 

the achievement of victory. 
- Developing trust in the guerrillas and the population for the 
reconstruction of the local and national government. 

_ '7’ 
'

I 

llIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHInIHIIIIIIIuInIIiunnu---a--_-_______________ . 
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- Promoting the value of guerrilla and popular participation in the eivie . aiiairu of the insurrection and in the national programs. 
- Developing in each guerrilla the capability tor {ace-to-face persuasion on the local level, in order to gain the support of the population, which is a * 
key element tor the success or the guerrilla warfare. 

P
I 

3. Group Dynamics 

This political awareness and motivation is obtained using group dynamics at the level oi small units. the group discussion method and self-criticism are generel techniques for training and guerrilla operations. . 

Group discussions increase the [group] spirit and a unity et thought in soall guerrilla groups, and exerts social pressure on the weaker members, so that they may better carry out their mission in future training anc combat 
‘action. ?hese group discussions will place particular ecpbasls on: 
» Creating an opinion lavorable to our movement. Using the national and

o 

local history, making it understood that the sahdinlsta regime-is 'Iorelgn,' 
‘repressive’ and 'imperialistic,' and although there are some Nicaraguan: 
within the government, we vill aate it,evident that they are power 'puppata' ot the Soviets and the Cubans, that is, toreign powers.

. ~ Always a local approach. Hatters or an international aature will be 
-explained only as support tor local tvento in qvorrilll VlIflI¢- 

_ I - Our goal is the unliication of the nation. This means that the detest Q! the armed sanoinlsta iorees is our priority. our insurrectional aovenent is a 
pluralist political platform, iroo which ue are determined to vin liberty, 

_ equality, a better economy with opportunities to worn, a higher level or 
living and a true oemocracy lor all Nicaraguan: without exception. 
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- Providing each guerrilla vith a clear understanding about the struggle for 
netionel sovereignty against Soviet-Cuban imperialism. Discussion guides will 

/‘ 
lead the guerrillas to see the injustices or the Sendenistc system. 
_ Demonstrating to each guerrilla the need ior good behavior in order to vin 
the support of the population. The discussion guides must convince the 

guerrillas that the attitude and opinion of the population is a determining 
0 I 

factor, because victory is impossible without popular support.
v 

- Self-criticism will take place in constructive terns that will contribute 

to the mission oi the movement, and that will provide the guerrillas with the 

certainty that they have e constant and positive individual responsibility in 

the group mission. The method ior instruction shall he: * 

a) Divide the guerrilla ioroe into squadrons for group discussions, 

including command and support elements, as long as the tactical situation
2 

allows it. rhe integrity oi thi snail units oust be neintained vhen these
a

0 

L groups are designed. 

bl hssign a political cadre in the guerrilla force to each QIOU}; to 

quide ti. discussion. the squadron leader putt help the cadre to proaote the ' 

atuoy and the expression oi thoughts. if there aren't enough political cadres 

for each squadron or detachment, the leaders must guide the discussions, and 

the available cadres lust visit groups alternately. 

cl the cadre (or the leader) should guide the group discussion in order 

to cover I number of points and reach a correct ¢onclueion. the guerrillas 

nuat reel that they have made their ovn tree decision. the cadre nuat act 

like a tutor. the cadre or leader will not act like a lecturer, but rather 

will help the nembctd of the group to study and express their own opinions. . 

6) At the end oi each discussion, the political cadre vill sate e
1 

summary oi the principial points, taking them to the correct conclurions.

I 

iliiiiilliillnlflHEIEIHIHIIIIlIIIIIllHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIlllllnnu-------—— 
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Any serious differences with the objectives of the movement must be noted by 
the cacre and reported to the commences of the forces. li necessary, a 
meeting oi the combined groups will be hols, and the teem oi political cadres 
will explain and clear up the nisunderstancing. 

c) 'bemocratic conduct on the part oi the political cacresr living,
. 

eating and working with the guerrillas, anc, ii possible,'iighting at their 
I54¢| Ihlrihs their living conditions. All oi this will propitiate 
understanoing and a spirit oi cooperation which will help in the discussion 
and exchange oi ideaa, 

i) Bolcing group discussions in towns, and in areas or operation with - 

civil populations, whenever possible, and not limiting then to the camps or 
bases. this is oone in order to emphasize the revolutionary nature pf en; 

_ 
struggle and to demonstrate that the guerrillas identiiied with the objectives 
oi the people move within the population. The guerrilla is iocuseo towagq_g5aI 

' people, like the political cadre is toward the guerrilla, ano they oust live, 
‘ii l"¢ "OI! toisthcr in order to achieve unity oi revolutionary thought. 

The principles for the group discussions between guerrillas ano political 
- cadres are: , 
‘c Organise discussion groups at the detachment or squadron level. a ease; 
cannot be certain or comprehension ano understandlnq of the concepts an! 
conclusions on the past oi the guerrillas in large groups. in a group the 

' size of a lO~man squadron, judgment and control of the situation are greater;
I 

This way, all the students will participate in an exchange anong'thea, tho. ' 

political leaoer, the leader ot the group, ané 0169 lbs Political calsaa 
Special attention will be given to the individual abilily to discuss the 
objectives or the insurrectional struggle. when a guerrilla expresses his

\ 
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- Providing each guerrilla with a clear understanding about the struggle for national sovereignty against soviet~Cuban imperialism. Discussion guides will lead the guerrillas to see the injustices of the Sandinista system. , Demonstrating to each guerrilla the need tor good behavior in order to win ‘ 
the support of the population. The discussion guides must convince the guerrillas that the attitude and opinion or the population is a determining foster. bssausc victory is impossible without popular support. 
- Self-criticism will take place in constructive terns that will Qontgfibutg to the mission of the movement, and that will provide the guerrillas with the certainty that they have a constant and positive individual responsibility in the group mission. The method for instruction shall he: -

; 
a) Divide the guerrilla £orce_into squadrons for group discussions, ‘including command and support elements, as long as the tactical situation 

allous it. The integrity oi the small units must be maintained whengthase groups are designed. ' 

hl Assign a political cadre in the guerrilla force to each group, to guide the discussion. the squadron leader must help the cadre to prosote the - study and the expression of thoughts. It there aren't enough political cadres 4 

In tor each squadron or detachment, the leaders hast guide the discussions, and 
the available cadres must visit groups alternately.

- 

cl the cadre (or the leader) should guide the group discussion in order to cover a number of points and reach a correct conclusion. the guerrillas must teel that they have made their own tree decision. Tthe cadre sust act’ 
I

. like a tutor. The cadre or leader will not act like a lecturer, but rather will help the members oi the group to study and express their own opinions.
_ d) at the end or each discussion, the political cadre will mate a 

summary of the principlal points, taking then to the correct conclusions. 
‘ 

I‘ 
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opinion, he will be interested in hearing the opinions of others, and this 
will result in unity of thought. 
- Combine the different points of view and reach a common judgment or 
conclusion. this is the most difficult task for a political cadre in the 
guerrilla} After the group discussions about the democratic objectives of the 
movement, the leader of the team of political cadres of the guerrilla force 
must combine the conclusions of the individual groups into a general summary. 
In a meeting with all the discussion groups, the cadre will provide the main 
points, and the guerrillas vill have the opportunity to clarify or modify 
their viewpoints. In order to do this, the conclusions vill be summarized as . 

slogans, vhenever possible, 
- Honestly face the national and local problems oi our struggle. the 
political cadres oust always be prepared to discuss solutions to the probleas 
observed by the guerrillas. During the discussions, the guerrillas lust beI 

guided by the following three principles: ' 

—- Loyalty of thoughtr' “ 

-- Ireedon of expression. ‘

_ 
_ 
-- Concentration of thoughts towards the objectives of the desocratic"" ’ 

struggle. '

- 

_ the result desired is that a guerrilla may persuasively justify all his 
actions whenever he is in contact vith any member of the people, and 

' 

especially to himself and his fellow guerrillas, while enduring the
I vicissitudes of guerrilla warfare. 

. 
' P;' 

~ rhis leans that each guerrilla vill be able to conduct effective 
face-to-lace persuasion as a propagandist-combatant in his contact with the 
people, to the point of being able to give 5 or l0 logical reasons why, for 
example, a peasant should give him a piece of fabric, or needle and thread

I 
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to mend his clothes. when a guerrilla behaves like this, no kind of enemy 
propflgondo will be able to mate him a ‘terrorist’ in the eyes oi the people. 
- Thus, even the hunger, cold, tatigue and insecurity in the existence of s 
guerrilla, will acquire meaning in the struggle for the cause, due to the ”~\, 
constant’psychological orientation. t ' 

_4. Camp Procedures

/ 
Camping gives greater motivation to guerrilla units, in addition to 

reducing distractions and increasing the spirit of cooperation of the small 
units, relating the physical environment with the psychological atmosphere; 
The squadron leader will establish the regular procedure or the camp. Once‘ 
they have disposed of their tnapsacks, the leader will choose the suitable ~ 

site for camping. Be must select a site which overlooks the zone, providing 
for two or three ways to escape. Ie will choose anong his men and give then 
responsibilities such as:

; - Cleaning the camp area.
. - Adequate drainage in case oi rain. Also build trenches fr holes tor 

shooting in case oi emergency. Likewise he will build the kitchen, which will 
be built by mating a rev snall ditches and placing three rocks on then; is ' 

case the kitchen is built on a pedestal; It will be filled with clay and rocks.
I 

- Build a wall tor protection against the wind, the top and sides of which
, vi}; fig gqygggd with branches and leaves or the same vegetation that is

’ 

present in the sone. This will serve as camouflage and protection from being 
seen tron the air or by enemy patrols in the surrounding areas. 

- - Build a latrine and dig a hole where all wastes and trash will he buried; 
these must be covered with earth when the camp is abandoned.

I 
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- once the camp has been established, we recommend the establishment of a 

watch post at access points and at a reasonable distance, from where a cry of 

alarm could be heard. At that same time, a password, which must be changed 

every 24 hours, will be established. The commander must have previously
' 

established an alternate meeting point, in case the camp has to be abandoned 

suddenly, so that they can meet at this other previously established point. 
' 0 

The patrol must be warned that_i£ they cannot come together at the established 

point in a certain amount of time, they bust have a third meeting point. 

These procedures contribute to the guerrilla‘s motivation and improve the 

spirit of cooperation within the unit. The danger, the insecurity, the 

anxiety and the daily anxiety [entailed] in the life o£_a guerrilla establish 

the need for tangible evidence of belonging in order [for the soldiers) to . 

retain their good spirits and morale. 

In addition to good physical condition, the guerrilla must be in good_ 

psychological condition. [To achieve this,) we recommend group discussions 

and self-criticism, which will greatly benefit the spirit and aorale or the -
' 

guerrillas. ' 

' 
' '7

_ 

- Striking camp with the eifort and cooperation of all strengthens their‘
' 

esprit de corps. The guerrilla will then be inclined towards a unity 0! 

thought in their deaocratic objectives. 

5. interaction with the People
O 
a . I 

v a 

To insure popular support‘ which is essential to the good development of 

guerrilla warfare, the leaders must lead to positive interaction between 

civilians and guerrillas, by the prineiP1' °‘ fl1iV¢a Cl! lfl5 V91! With the 

people;' and they should maintain control or this act$'i%¥- 3" 9'°"P 

.' - 
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discussions, the leaders and political cadres must emphasize a positive 
identification with the people- 

Telking about tactical military plans in discussions with civilians is not I’ 
recommended. The communist enemy must he identified as the number one enemy 
oi the people, and as a secondary threat against our guerrilla forces. 

As long as there is an opportunity, ve must choose groups of elements who 
have a high degree oi political awareness and high discipline in the work to 
be performed, to he sent to populated arees in order to conduct the armed 
propaganda. They must persuade people through dialogue in face~to»£aca 
encounters, following these principles: 
- Respect of human rights and respect of the other’s property. 5 

- helping people in community voli- 
- Protecting people from communist aggression. 
- Teaching environmental hygiene or reading to the people, etc., in order to 

_ via their trust, which will result in a better ideological democratic - ' 

preparation. 

These activities vill arouse the peasant'a sympathy tovards our lovaseat, " 

and he vill immediately hecone one or ours, through loqisticgl support, ooser ' 

and intelligence_inforaation about the enemy, or participation is eoahat. 
Guerrillas oust he persuasive through the word, and not overbearing through 
their Veapons. when they behave this vay, the people will reel that they are 
respected, and vill he more inclined to accept our lesslge, thus consolidating 
popular support. 

Anyplace where tactical guerrilla operations are conducted in highly ’

a 

populated areas, the squadron oust also carry out parallel psychological 
actions, which must precede, accompany and consolidate the common objective, 
and give explanations to all people about our struggle, indicating that our 
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Presence means to give peace, liberty and democra ' 

, =¥ to all Ricaraquens vitbou; 
exce tion a d —J . P , n ex, aining that our struggle is not agamsr the nationals, bug, 
rather against Russian in Y . -Perialism. This will serve to assur V e greater 
psychological achievements to augment the tactical cpguggom; of the In DIG. 

6. Conclusion; '
r 

The nature of the guerrilla warfare environment does not pemie 
sophisticated facilities for psychological operations and face 1°-f " I - ace 
persuasion from the propagandisbcombatanc guerrillas towards the people 1; g n . 

effective and available tool, vi Sch we ms; use ’ °‘ °"¢fi == Possible during 
‘he Process of the struggle. '

u

o

0 .
I

o
I 
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111 ARMED PROPAGANDA 

1. General Background ‘ /7 

There is Erequently e misunderstehding about 'a:me6 propaganda,‘ that ebie 

tactic consists in prevailing over people with arms. In reality, it does not 
e 0 .

' 

involve force, but the guerrilla must be very knovleogeable in the principles 

and methods of this tactic. »the objective of this section is to give the 

guerrilla student an unoeretanding of the armed propaganda that must be used, 
and which can be applied in guerrilla waztere. 

2. Close ldentiticetion with the Peoyle 

armed propaganda includes all actions pexfozmed by an azmeo force, the 
- results of which vill bring a better attitude from the people towards that 

force, not including forced indoctrination. this is petfozmea by a eleaa ' 

identification with the people at any opportunity. for example: 
~ Banging up one‘: area ano working aide by aide vith the geaaanta in the

' 

tleld: buileing, fishing, carrying water, filxing roots, etc. 
. 

- when you work with people, the guerrillas can use slogan: like: ‘lacy 

hands doing small things, but doing them together.‘ 

- Participating in the peOple'6 work you can establish a atrons bond between 

then and the queralllas, and at the same tibe, you generate popular support 
for our novement.

_ 

During patrols or othet operations near oz in the middle of towns, each 

guerrilla must he respectful and polite with the people. Likewise, he must 

move cautiously ano always he ready to tight, it necessazy. but he must not

I 
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see everyone as an enemy, with suspicion or hostility. Even in war, it is 
possible to srile, laugh and greet people. ?ruly, the reason tor our 
revolutionary base, the reason why we tight, is our people. we must be 
te$peCtfU1 towards them at all times. 

In place and situations whenever it's possible, for example, while resting during a march, the guerrillas can explain to youths and children how to handle arms. They can give then an unloaded rifle, so that they can learn to assemble it and disassemble it, how to use it: and they can point to imaginary targets, since they are potential recruits for our forces. 
The guerrillas bust always be ready with easy slogans, to explain to the 

people, whether by chance or intentionally, the reason tor using arms. . - ‘Arms will be used to win freedom, they are for you.‘ 
- ‘with arms we can set demands, such as hospitals, schools, better roads and social services for the people, for you.‘

, 

- - ‘Our arms arc, truly, the arms of the people, your arms.‘ 
- ‘with arms we can change the Sandinista-communist regime and return to tba_ I people a true democracy, so that we all nay have economic opportunitica.' 

all of this must be designed to create an identltication;ot the people ' 

with ares and with the guerrillas who carry then. lastly, we nust cake the people reel that we are thinklna about then, and that the aras belong to the 
P¢°P1¢, iv help then and to protect than tron a communist, totalitarian, 

' imperialist regime, which is indifferent to the needs of the population. 

J. Implicit and Explicit ferror ' 

An armed guerrilla force always entails an implicit terror, because the 
population, without saying it aloud, is afraid that the arms could be used 

I’
' 
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against them. However, it the terror is not made to be explicit, positive 
results can be expected. 

In a revolution, the individual lives under a constant thread oi physical 
harm. li the government police cannot put a halt to guerrilla activities, the 

If population will lose confidence in the government, which has the inherent 
mission oi guaranteeing public safety. Bovever, the guerrillas must be 
careful not to become an explicit terror, because this would result in a loss 
of public support. 

In the words of a leader or the B05 guerrilla movement, in the Philippines: 
‘The population is always impressed by arms, but not because oi the tear - 

that they cause, but rather because they give a feeling of strength. we must 
present ourselves before the people, supporting them vitb our arms, and this 
will give them the message of the struggle.‘ 

lhis is, in a fev words, the essence of armed propaganda. 
-

_ ‘ . 

An armed guerrilla force may occupy an entire town or small city that ls 
neutral or relatively passive with regard to the contlict. In order to carry 
out armed propaganda effectively, the telloving must be done simultaneously: ' 

. - Destroy military or police installations, and nosing thefsurvivors to a
’ 

‘public place.‘ ' 

- Cut all external lines of communication: cables, radio, messengers. 
- Set up anbuahes, in order to delay eitorts on all possible access routes. 
- Kidnap all sandinista government officials and agents, and replacing than 
in ‘public places‘ by military or civil personnel trusted by our Ioveaent: ls 
addition, do the following: ' 

-- Establish a public court dependent on the guerrillas, and going through 
the entire tovn or city, gathering the population together {or this act. 

H, s **—i 
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-- shene, ridicule and humiliate the ‘personal symbols‘ or the repressive 
government in the presence of the people, and promoting popular participation 
by means of guerrillas placed within the crowd, yelling slogans and taunts. 
-- Reduce the influence of individuals sympathetic to the regime, exposing 
their weaknesses and removing them tron the town, without damaging then 
publicly. 

-- hi: the guerrillas into the population, and have all members of eh; gglqmn 
demonstrate very good conduct, practicing the following: 
-- Any article taken will be paid for in cash. 
~- The hospitality offered by the people will be accepted and this 
opportunity will be exploited to carry out iaee-to—£ace persuasion regarding 
the struggle. 

_

- 

~- Courtesy calls nust be paid to prominent and prestigious citizens or the
2 place, such as doctors, priests, teachers, etc. 

. D - the guerrillas must instruct the population, so that when the operation la 
over and the repressive sandinista forces interrogate then, they nay raveal_ _,' 
EVERYTHING about the military operation carried out. for example, the hind; 
or veapona used, how many men arrived, iron what direction they arrived and in 
what direction they left, in other words, IVZRXTBIBC. 
-— Likewise, indicate to the population that in neetiogs or in private 
discussions, they nay give the names of sandinista informers, who will he 
removed together with the other officials or the repressive governaent. 
H when conducting a meeting, conclude it with a speech by one or the ' 

,- 
guerrilla leaders or political cadres (the most dyna=£¢ Ont); lnclvdini 
explicit references to: ' 

—— fhe fact that the ‘enemies or the people,‘ the Sandinista officials or 
agents, must not be mistreated in spite or the criminal actions, even though 
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the guerrilla forces may have suirereo casualties, and that this is done 
thanks to the generosity of the Christian guerrillas. 
-- Give e statement oi thanks for the 'hospitality' or the population, as 
well as let them know that the risks that they will run when the Sandinistas 

’,»\k return are greatly appreciated.
. 

‘

¢ —- The fact that the Sandinista regime will not be able to resist the attacksI 

of our guerrilla iorces, in spite oi the iact that they exploit the people 
with taxes, control of currency, grain, and all aspects oi public lire through 
the associations, to which they are forced to belong. 
-- Hating a promise to the people that they will return to make sure that the ' 

‘leeches’ oi the repressive sendinista regime will not.be able to impede the 
integration oi our guerrilla with the population. - A repeated statenent to the population to the eiiect that they may reveal 
everything about thin visit hy_our eommanoos, because we are not a£rai¢ at 
anything or anyone, er either the Soviets or the Cubans. tmphasise that O0 
are Iicaraguans, that we struggle for licaragua‘a freedom, ano to astahlish'a -

' 

wholly Nicaraguan governaentr

Q I n 

6. Guerrilla Arms are the Strength or the Yaopla 
against an Illegal Governaent 

Armed propaganda in populated areas does not give the impression that the a '
, arns arc the power oi the guerrillas over the people, but rather that the neg; 

a
. 

are the strength or the people against a repressive regime, whenever it is 
necessary to use armed iorce during an occupation or a visit to a town or 
village, the guerrillas must emphasise and hate sure during this action that 
theyr '
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Explain to the population that first cl all this is being done to protect 
them, the people, not the guerrillas themselves. 
- Admit irankly and publicly that this is ‘an act of democratic guerrillas,' 
with the appropriate explanations. 
- ?hat'this action, although not desirable, is necessary because the final 
objective of the insurrection is a free and democratic society, where acts or I I 

force are not necessary. 
- rhe torce oi arms is a need provoked by the oppressive system, and will 
cease to exist when the ‘forces oi JUStl€d' of our movement assume control. 
- If, for example, it became necessary for one or the advance posts to have 
to shoot a citizen who was trying to leave the town or city in which the - 

guerrillas are carrying out armed propaganda or political proselytism, the 
following is recommended:

s

0I 
' 

- Explain that it this citizen were able to escape, he would alert the enemy 
' near the town or city, and they would cone in with raprisals such as rape, 

pillage, destruction, captures, etc., terrorizing the inhabitants of the p1a¢¢ Z 

for havi», been altentive and hospitable to.the guerrillas in the town. 
f ‘ - If a guerrilla shoots an individual, sate the population see that he was qeid Q-,,_i,__.-_,:—_—=-u,-—_ e ~— _* Wff _- s -*_ __q 
z V 

an enemy oi the people, and that they shot his because thg“gflg£££1};§ I ‘ '— —< _-n- > 7' 7:‘ _ 7 

fl1'd£ recognised their prinordial duty, which is protectingrthe citizens. "r -_“** —'I- 7 ""'° 
- the commando tried to atop the infornant without shooting, because he, 

' like all Christian guerrillas, advocate non-violence. saving shot the 
Sandinista informer, although it is against his ovnjvill, was necessary to’ 
avoid repression on the part of the sandinista government against the innocent 
PQOPIQ a 

-' Hake the population see that it vas the Ie9im¢'l I¢?F¢$$iV= Iiilsm, which 
caused this situation, that really killed the iniornant, and that the weapon 
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fired was one that \-‘as recovered in camber against the srnflhiste regime. 
— Hate the pcpulatinn see that if the Sandinista regime had endeé its 
repression, vith the corruption sponsoreé by t'o:e£gn pm-Yell, etc., the treeaon 
commandos vauld not have had to take up arms to cut down the lives ct their ../ Nicaraguefi brothers, which hurts our Christian feelings. It the interment hm 
not tried to escape, he would be enjoying lite together vith the rest of thev

I 

population, because he would nqt have trfea to in-rem to the enemy. This 
death vould have been avoided if justice and freedom existed in Nicaragua-., ens 
this is exactly the ebjective of the democratic guerrilla.

D0
I 

’ -

r

n
0

0
a 

'0 
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5. Selective Use of Violence {or Propaganda Effects 

We could neutralize carefully selected 
and planned-for targets, such as_ 

rut ._e_ +~--s -es» ~ e

I

l 

F‘ 

‘:'V.'-"1"’.1.'"Ia"!- 

$7” court judges, cattle judges ljueces de mental, 
police or state security . 

e ,_,___-_ r 
_ , 

officers, CD5 chiefs, etc. For purposes of the psychological effect’ it is 

necessary to take extreme precautions, and it is essential to gather the 

affected population together to attend, take 
part in the act, and iorsulate 

accusations against the oppressor. 

lhe target or person must be selected on the basis 
or the following: 

- The spontanrous hostility which the majority 
or the population may reel

s 

against the target. : 

- Using potential rejection or hate on the part 
of the naiority or the

a 

affected population against the target, 
rousing the population and making then 

see all of the individual‘: negdtive and hostile 
acts against the people- 

- if the majority of the people supports 
or hacks the target, don't try to

I 

change these feelings through provocation. 
=_ 

1 Relative ditriculty oi handling the person 
who will replace the target. 

?he person who will replace the target must 
be selected carefully, on the 

basis of the Iollowingn 

- Degree of violence necessary to effect the 
change. 

- Degree of violence acceptable to the 
artected population. 

- Degree or violence possible without causing 
damage or danger to other 

individuals in the area around the 
target. '

g 

- foreseeable degree or reprisala on the part 
ot the enemy towards the 

afifected population or other individuals in 
the area around the target, 

the mission or replacing the individual must 
he followed by: 

- Extensive explanations to the affected 
population of why (this action) 
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ve> necessary for the good ol the ‘people. 

- explaining that the Sonflnisto reprise}: are unfair, indiscriminate, and 
above :11. a justification tor the execution oi this mission. 

- careruliy sounding out the reaction or the people to the mission, as we'll 

as controlling this reaction by assuring that the population‘: reaction is 

_benef£cia1 to the Freedom Commandos.
0

1 

6. Conclusions 

Armed propaganda includes all action: performed and the impact ochieveo by 

en armed force, resulting in positive attitudes on the fart of the popuietion 

towards that force, not including forced indoctrination. However, Arno 

_ 
propaganda is the most effective instrument available to e guerri11o'torce.

I 

9 .
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l. General 

in contact with the very reality oi their roots, in a campaign oi 
psychological operations in guerrilla varfare, the commanders will be able to 
obtain maximum psychological results from a program of Armed Propaganda 
Teams. The purpose oi this section is to intern the student guerrilla oi what P I 

the Armed Propaganda Teams are in the milieu or guerrilla warlare. 
2. Combination: Political Awareness and Armed Propaoanda 

The lrned Propaganda Teams cocbine political consciousness-raising with 
armed propaganda, which will be conducted by carefully selected guerrillas_ 
iprelerably with combat experience), for personal persuasion iitnin en; . 

populaiiion. ' 

_ The selection of personnel is more important than the training, because ve
8 

cannot train guerrilla cadres solely to demonstrate the feelings of ardor and 
' fervor, which are essential since person-to-person persuasion is inortant. 

lovever, it is even more important to train persons who are intellectually ' 

cultivated and agile.
v ' 

an Armed Propaganda Team includes from 6 to 10 members. ffbis nunber, or s 
‘smaller number, is ideal, because then tbere is more camaraderie, solidarity, 
and esprit de corps: The subjects discussed are assimilated sore rapidly, and 
the nenbcil react sore rapidly to unexpected situations. 

in addition t» being a combined srned combatant and propagandist, eacb 
nea**- of the ten» uust be well prepared to conduct constant person-eo»pa;ioe, 
I06: to~£ace con =nications. 

the leader of the teaa will have to be the commando who is nost'bigh1y 
motivated politically and most eiiective in {ace-to-{ace persuasion. 
Position, hierarchy, or rank will not be the deternining factor tor 

. _ 
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performing this function, but rather it will be performed by ohoever is best 

qualified for communication with the people. 

The source of basic recruitment for Guerrilla cadres will he the same 

social groups of Nicaraguan: toward whom the psychological campaign is
_ 

directed] such as peasants, students, professionals, housewives, etc. The 

peasants must be made to see that they have no land: the Qorters, that the 
‘state is closing down the factories and industries: the doctors, that they 

are being displaced by Cuban paramedics. and that as doctors they cannot 

exercise their profession because of lack of drugs. A rewquirenent for 

recruiting than will be their skill in expressing themselves in public. 

The selection of personnel is more important than the training. 
5.] - 

Individual consciousness-raising and capacity of persuasion in the discussions 

or groups tor motivation of the guerrilla as combatant-propaqandista selecting 
' 

as cadres and organizing into teams those who have the oreatest capacity tot
I

\
S this work. 

The training oi guerrillas for armed propaganda teens is focused oo the 

notboo, not on the content. A training oi two week: is autficieot ll tsbe t
0I 

. rcscruitnent is conducted in the torn indicated. It a vrong,sclectlonApeeeaaa 

. has been lolioved, the individual selected will not produce s very good 
. 

sesult, no oatte: how good the trainifli Provided. 
e,. . 

the training will have to be intensive for l4 days, by means of 

discussions within the team, alternating the position or discussion leader __ 
' among the members oi the group» - 

' 

_; 

The topics to be discussed will be the sane: o ditterent topic will be 

introduced each day, for varied practice- 

The topics will have to refer to the loci! sohfiitioflfi Ind to the 

. eigniticanee which they have Io: the sesidents'ot the locality, such as

I 

IIIIIIIIiIIiiiiIIHiIiHHIiIFIiIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIInaaaaaaa---.________ 
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Speaking about crops, tertilizers,_seeds, irrigation, ere. the following 
topics may also be included:

. 

- Lumber, tiles, carpentry tools for houses and other buildings; 
- Boats, launches, roads, horses, oxen for transportation, tishin9¢ and 

agriculture; 

- Problems which they may have locally with neighbors. offices oi the 
regime, visitors, taxes, etc.: 

- rorced labor, service in the militias: 
- Porced association in sandinista groupings, such as women‘: clubs, 

youth associations, workers associations, etc.; 
- Availability and prices oi consumer goods and articles of prime - 

necessity in local grocery stores and shops;
V 

- Characteristics oi the education in public schools: 
Concern of the population about the presence of Cuban teachers in the 

schools and political interference, that is; using the schools for political ' 

purposes rather than for educational purposes, as they should be used; 
_

' 

- indignation ovvt the lack or ireedom of religion and over the
_ 

Persecution of which the priests are victims; and over the participation at 
priests such as o'sscoto and Cardensl in the Sandinista government, against 
the explicit orders oi Bis holiness the Pope.

v

s N072: Other topics nay he developed by the members o! the team. 
the target groups {or the arsed Propaganda Teams are not the persons with 

sophisticated political knowledge but those whose opinions are {osned ltol_{ 
, s what they see and hear. The cadres will have to use persuasion to carry out 

their mission. Asone of the methods of persuasion which may he used'are the 
Iollouingr 

- Internal group/external group. lt is a principle oi psychology that we 
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humans have a tendency to make personal associations of 'we‘ and ‘the others’ 

or ‘vs’ and ‘they’; ‘friends’ and ‘enemies’: ‘compatriots’ and 

'ioreigners‘; 'Latinos' and 'gringos'. 

— The Armed Propaganda Team can use this principle in its activities so
I 

that it nay be obvious that the ‘external’ groups ('ialse‘ groups) are those 

oi the sandinista regime, and that the ‘internal’ groups ('true' groups) which
0

I 

fight ior the people are the Preedon Commandos. 

- we must inculcate this in the people in a subtle manner, so that these 

sentiments nay seem to he born or themselves, spontaneously. 

- ‘Against’ is easier than ‘for’. it is a principle oi political _ 

sciences that it is easier_to persuade the people to vote against something or 

someone than to persuade them to vote in iavor of something or someone. 

Although at present the regime has not given the Nicaraguan people the 

- opportunity to vote, it is known that the people will vote against it, lo; 

_ which reason the Armed Propaganda Teams can use this principle in favor oi our 

-insurrectional struggle. they will have to mate sure that this campaign is. _ 

directed specifically against the government or its synpathiters, since the ‘ 

' 

_ people must have speciiic targets for their frustrations. _'
' 

' — Primary groups and secondary groups. Another principle oi sociology is 
' 

that we humans torn or change our opinions iron two sources: priaarily, 

through our association with our relatives, work colleagues, or intimate 

friends; and secondarily, through distant associations such as acquaintances
_ 

' in churches, clubs, or committees, or labor unions and government
' 

organisations. The cadres oi hrned Propaganda reams will have to associate 

themselves with the primary groups, ior the purpose oi persuading them to 

~ follow the policy oi our movement, because it is from this type oi groups that 

opinions or changes oi opinions come. ' 
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jychniques of Persuasion in Chats or Speeches 
- Be simple and concise. Avoid the use of diiiicult words or 

expressions. Preier popular words and expressions, that is, the language oi 
the people. In dealing with a person, make use of concise language, avoiding 
complicated verbiage. It should be recalled that we use oratory to make our 
people understand the reason for our struggle and not to show our knowledge. 

- Use vivid and realistic'examples. Avoid abstract concepts, such as 

those used in universities in the higher years: instead of them, give 

concrete examples such as children playing, horses galloping, birds in (light, 
£l€a 

- Use gestures to communicate. in addition to verhal communication, we ' 

can communicate through gestures, such as ooving our hands expressively, 

,movements oi the hack, facial expressions, focusing our glance, and other 
aspects of ‘body language’, projecting the individual personality in the 

' message. 

' 98¢ the appropriate tone oi voice. if in addressing the people one. . -
' 

speaks about beppifcfis, one will have to use a happy tone. li one speaks o! -, 

something sad, the tone oi voice aust be oi sadness; in speaking of a heroic 

act or act or valor, one will speak with an animated vo!¢¢. els- 
- above all, he natural. One lust avoid imitating others, since people, 

especially simple people, can easily detect a charlatan. One will have to 

project one's individual personality vhen addressing the population. 

J. f:yes_and 'sarsf within the Population ' ‘ 

the abundance oi information for intelligence which the deployment of , 

armed Propaganda reams will generate will permit us to cover a large area yggh 

our commandos, who will become the eyes and ears oi our movement vithin the 
population.

I
_ 
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- vhe combined reports of an armed Propaganda Team program will provide us with exact details on enemy activities. 
- ?he intelligence information obtained by the Armed Propaganda Team 1/n\v’ cadres will have to be reported to the chiefs. Nevertheless, it is necessary _£ to emphasize that the first mission oi the Armed_Propaganda Teams is to

- 

conduct psychological operations, not to obtain intelligence information.I
I 
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Any intelligence report will be made through external contact of the Armed Propaganda Team, so as not to compromise the population. 
_, The Armed Propaganda cadres are capable of doing what others eanneg Q9 in a guerrilla campaign: determine personally the development or

_ deterioration oi popular support, and the sympathy or hostility which the ' 

people feel toward our movement. .

4 
- ?he program of armed Propaganda Teams, in addition to being very 

effective psychologically, increases the capacity oi the guerrilla group to obtain and use the information. 
~- I

1 
- Likewise, the armed Propaganda Cadre will report to his superior tho 

' 
1 0 reaction of the people to the radio broadcasts, insurreciional leaflets, Qt ' 

_ any other medium or our propaganda. , "
' 

- the eipressions or gestures or the eyes and face, the tone and strength oi the voice, and the use or suitable words greatly inrluence race-to-race
_ persuasion with the'people. 

Iith the intelligence reports supplied by the Armed Propaganda leans, the comanders will have etact lwvledga or the popular support. which they will ' ' 

use in their operations. '

' 

l. Psychological tactics, haxinum Plezibilgtz 
Psychological tactics will have the maximum flexibility within a general 

_, plan, permitting a continuous and immediate adjustment oi the message, and 

( 
is 

"vi 

.!.:-. 
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makgrg sure to create an impact on the indicated target group, at the moment 

at which it is most susceptible. 

Tactically, a program of Armed Propaganda Teams should cover the greater 

part, and it possible all, oi the operational territory. The communities in 

which this propaganda will be conducted will not necessarily have to coincide 

with political units of an official character. A complete understanding or
I 

their structure or organization is not necessary, because the cadres will 

operate by applying social-political action and not academic theory. 

The target populations of the Armed Propaganda Teams will be selected 

because they are part of the operational area, and not because of their sire 
I 

n > 
or the extent of their territory. 

- ?he objective will have to be the people, not the territorial area. 

- in this respect, each work team will have to cover approximately sis 

population centers, for the purpose of developing popular support for our 

movement. 

The team will alwali have to move in a covert manner within the population 

centers of its area. 
' - it will have to vary its route radically, but not its‘itinerery. this 

is so that the inhabitants who are cooperating nay depend on its itinerary, 

that is, on the tine at which they say frequently contact it to give it 

information. . 

- the danger oi betrayal or ambush can be neutralized by varying the 

itinerary slightly, using ditterant routes, as'well as by arriving or leaving 

vithout advance notice. '

U 
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_ while the surprise (actor is u_sed, vigilance vill have to be exercised in 

order to detect the possible presence of hostile elements. 

One should not stay more than three consecutive days in one populated 

Plug’ . . 

0. 

ihe three'5ay limit has obvious tactical advantages, but it also cfgntgg | 

psychological effect on the people when they see the team ac a aource of 

current and up-to-date information. Also, it may overexpose the target 

audience and cause a negative reaction. 

Basic tactical precautions vill have to be taken. This is necessary tor 

greater effectiveness, as was indicated in the discussion or the topic oi 

‘Armed Propaganda‘. when it is conducted in a dicezeet.nanner, it increaeee 

the respect of the population for the teen and enhances its credibility. Z 

‘ The basic procedures are: covert elenente who exercise vigilance heioza 
a 

A 

and after the departure and at ;£t¢;v=1=. there ehold he at least tvo of
i 

I then, and they should meet at a predetermined place at a eignal or helore an 
hostile action. 

_ 1 

' T12 goei ct the teen is to motivate the entire population ot a place, hat

/

I 
t D -~- 

- to cenain constantly aware that apeciiie target group: exilt Vithin thil 
' general contiquration of the public. _ 

Although meeting: are held in the populated place, the eadrea will have to 

recognize, and keep in contact with, the target groups, ningling with thee 

before, during, and after the meeting. the method ot conducting thin typo oi
0I 

' meeting vac included in the topic of ‘trad Propaganda‘, and it Hill be ',‘> 

covered in greater detail under the title or 'Contt0l oi laaa neetinga and 9 

Demonatrationc‘~ 

the Primary roeuc or the Arned Propaganda cadrea will have to he on the 

residents oi the populated place, vheze their inovledgc as ahaoera of 
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opinion can be applied. 

On the first visits of identification with the inhabitants, the guerrilla 
cadres will be polite and humble. they can work in the fields or in any other 
way in which their skills can contribute to improving the standard o£ living 
of the local inhabitants, winning their confidence and talking with them: 
helping them to repair the fences of their pastures and to clean them:I 

helping them in vaccinating their animals; teaching then to read -- that 
is, living closely together with them in all tasks characteristic oi the 
peasant or the community. 

in their free time, our guerrillas should mingle with the community groups 
and participate with them in community activities, iiestas, birthdays, and- 
even in wakes or burials of members of the community. they will try to talk 
with both adults and adolescents. They will try to penetrate within_the 
ramily, in order to gain the acceptance and trust oi all the residents oi the 
sector. 

The cadres of the Armed Propaganda Teams will give ideological training, .

‘ 

airing these instructions with folk songs, and at the same time telling , 

stories which have some attraction, trying to have them allud? to heroic acts 
or our ancestors. They vill also try to tell or the acts at heroism or our 
lighters in the present struggle, so that the listeners may try to lnieatg 
them. it is important to let then know that there are other countries in the 
world, where freedom and democracy cause the rulers to concern themselves with 
the welfare of their people, in order that the children have medical attention 
and free education; where they also concern themselves with seeing that ' 

everyone has a job and iood and all freedoms, such as those or religion, 
association, and expression; where the greatest objective oi the government 
is to keep its people happy. 
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I

1 

‘ 
ihe codxes shovlé not 

A 

mention theit ideology during the first phase ct 
identification with the people. They should orient their chats tevatd 
which are to the liking of the ease t 

simyle as possible so that they can be understood. 

'
I 

things 
p n s or the listeners, trying to be es 4!

I 
‘ 0

1 I IU 

llllllllllllllll.lm!l.-.-.-i.-I--I-_--I---_--_-_________—___————__ 
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The tactical objectives for identification with the people are the follovinq: 

-- Establishing close relations through an identification with the people, by 

means of the same customs,
‘ 

-- Determining the basic needs and desires of the diiterent target groups. 

-- Discovering the weaknesses oi the government control. 
'-- Little by little, sowing the seed or democratic revolution, in order to 

change the vices of the regime towards a new order of justice and collective 

vell—being. 

In the motivation oi the target groups by the Armed Propaganda teams, the
0 

cadre must apply thenes oi ‘true’ and '£alse' groups. the true group vill be 

the target group and the false will be the Sandinista regime. 7 

- Ior the economic interest groups, such as small husinessmen and iarners, 

we must emphasize that their potential advantages are ‘limited’ by the I ffi r 

sandinista government, that the resources are increasingly scarce, profits its 1

I ,.. 
Ilninum, taxes high, etc. ?bis say be apolied to transportation entrepreneurs 

_ _ 

,-- '.._ _..-..s..-. .

. and otheii» _

' 

~ . ms---a qt!’ 
-- for elements ambitious tor power and social position, we eill esphasise_ t_,. , 

that they will never be able to belong to the government social elaas, slice " 
v. -w 

their circles oi power are hermetically closed. for esanols, the aloe 5! ' r 

Sandinista leaders do not allow other people to participstt in the QOVIIBIQR!»
v 

and they impede the development oi the economic and social potential o! those 

who, like them, have the desire to better themselves, which is unfair and 

. 

__.;- 

“~74
U 

arbitrary. 1 

'
- 

'. o 
-- Social and intellectual criticism. They must be channeled towards the 

protessionals, professors, teachers, priests, missionaries, students and 

others. they must see that their writings, comments or conversations are 

censored, which does not allow a correctionioi these problems. 7 __.‘»a *—'*‘ ’ 
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--' Once the needs and frustrations of the target groups have been determined, 
the hostility of the people toward the ‘false’ groups will become more direct 
against the present regime and its repressive system. The people will be made”fl\. 
to see that once this system or structure is eliminated, the cause of their ' 

frustrations would be eliminated and they could make their wishes come tfug, 
it must become evident for the population that supporting the insurrection isI 

really supporting their own desires, since the democratic movement is aimed st the elimination of these specific problems. 
As a general rule, the Armed Propaganda Teams should avoid participating 

in combat. However, it this is not possible, they must react as a guerrilla’ . 
unit with ‘hit-and-run‘ activities, inflicting the greatest amount ofa

s casualties on the enemy with aggressive assault fire, recovering enemy weapons 
and withdrawing quickly. 
- An exception to the rule ot‘a¥oiding combat shall be when they are . ~ 

challenged in the town by hostile actions, be it by an,individual or by an 
equal number of men from the enemy side. 

2 _ -- Iostility from one or two sen can be dominated eliminating the enemy in a 
- quick and efficient manner. ibis is the most common danger.,f 
-~ when the enemy is equal in numbers, they must withdraw immediately. and "-later ambush them, or eliminate them by means or aharpshooters. 

In any case, the cadres from the Armed Propaganda reams must not turn the 
town into a battlefield. Usually, our guerrillas will be better armed, lo:I 

which reason they will obtain greater respect trom the population if they '_ carry out opportune maneuvers instead of putting their lives in danger, or 
even destroying their homes in an encounter with the enemy inside the town. 

_ I 
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5. A Tigbtfhnit (Compresivo) Program of reams: hobile Infra- 
SCIUCCUIG 

The psychological operations carrieo out through the armed Propagan- 
da Teams include the infiltration of key guerrilla communicators (i.e., 
cadres of Armed Propaganda Teams) among the country‘: populace instead of 
sending messages to them through outsioe sources, thus creating our 
‘mobile infrastructure.’ 

A ‘mobile infrastructure‘ is a cadre from our armed propaganda team 
moving around, i.e., maintaining contact among six or more towns, from 
where their source of information will come; ano at'the same time it will 

_- be used so that at an opportune time they can be integrated into the lull 
guerrilla movement. : 

-- 

— 

—.*_In1-\ 

9:11;"

_
.

. 

ln this way, a program of Armed Propaganda Teams in the operational. 
3. area builds for our commanders in the field a source for the continual 7 

§ gathering and compiling of data (infrastructure) on the entire area.-lat‘.
" 

3 
is also a means to develope increased popular support, to recruit new 

n '
_ 1 Iembers, and to obtain supplies. 

4 . 

' 
' 

" In the same way, a program of Armed Propaganda Teams lllgwg en; aw-l"‘?lY"\ 

I expansion of the guerrilla movement since these teams can penetrate areas 
' which are not under the control of the combat units. In this way, 

through an exact evaluation oi the combat units they will be able to plan 
their operations more precisely since they will have a sure knowledge of 
-the existing conditions. -

_

I 
1”, 
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- 7ne commanders will remember that these types of operations, such as 
the éiith Column, were used in the first part of the Second Rorld_War and 
that using infiltration and subversion tactics allowed the Germans to 
penetrate the target countries before the invasions. They succeeded in // 
entering Poland, Belgium, Holland and France in a month; Norway in a 

week. The effectiveness of this tactic has been clearly demonstrated in 
several wars, and it can be used effectively by Commandos of rreedom. 

The activities'o£ the Armed’Propaganda Teams run some risk, but no 
greater than any other guerrilla activity. Nevertheless, the Armed 
Propaganda Teams are essential for the success of the struggle. 

6. Conclusions - 

The same way in which scouts are the ‘eyes and ears‘ of a patrol, or 
of a column on the march, the Armed Propaganda Teams are also the source 
of information, the ‘antennas’ of our movement because they find and 
exploit the socio-political weaknesses in the target society mating, 
possible a good operation. 

'

. 

(Hap Title) ZONE B5ADQUAsTERS beeper in country towards Managua. 
(nap Legend) 

lighqays I 
Infiltration of Armed Propaganda Teams 
'8ajor'operations carried out by several small groups 
Cites (which) should be isolated by rural guerrillas 
Small towns

A 

One squad area ot operation _1: 

Scale: Approximately l5 kilometers 
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_ V. DE\’E7LOI-@4218? F-HI) COKIROL OF FRONT ORG!-.N11F.§'ION§ 
l. Generalities

. 

The development and control of front organizations (or 'facade' Olga- nizations) is an essential process in the guerrilla effort to realize the _insurrection.e This is actually an aspect of urban guerrilla wars, but it must advance-parallel to the campaign in the countryside. The objective of this section is to give the guerrilla student an understanding about the development and control of front organizations in guerrilla warfare. 
2. initial Recruitment - 

The initial recruitment to the movement if involuntary will be carried out by means of several 'private' consultations with a cadre 
(without the recruit realizing that he is speaking to one of our meal burs). Afterwards, the recruit will be informed that he or she is al- 
ready in the movement, and will be running the risx of the government 
-police if he or she does not cooperate. 

<

2 

when the guerrillas carry out missions of armed propaganda and a - 

‘program of regular visits to the towns by Armed Propaganda reams, these contacts will provide to the commanders the names and places of persons ‘that can be recruited. Voluntary recruitment is effecteg by means of -visits from guerrilla leaders or political cadres. After a chain of voluntary recruitment: has been developed, and their reliability has been ‘established by completing some minor missions, they will be instructed on widening the chain by recruiting in specific target groups, according to the following procedure: :
-

I

O 
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,_ -— From among their acquaintances or through observation of the 

target groups--political parties, labor unions, youth groups, farming 
organizations, etc.--find out the personal habits, preferences and aver- 
sions, as well as the weaknesses, of the 'recruitable' individuals. 

-- Make an approach through an acquaintance; and if possible, develop 
. 

.' 

a friendship,-attracting (the individual) by means of his preferences or
. 

weaknesses; possibly by inviting him to lunch in a restaurant he likes, 
or to'have a drink'in his favorite bar, or an invitation to dinner in a 

place he prefers.
' 

Recruitment should follow one of the following patterns: . 

--If in an informal conversation the target seems susceptible to . 

voluntary recruitment based on his beliefs and personal values, etc., the 
political cadre assigned to carry out recruitments will be notified. the 

r >riginal contact will indicate to the assigned cadre in detail all that 
me knows about the possible recruit, and the style of persuasion that 
=hould be used, and introduce the two. 

-- If the target does not seem susceptible to voluntary recruitment, Y 
eetings which will seem accidental can be arranged with guerrilla

_ 

eaders of political cadre (unknown to the target until then). The ' 

zeting will he done so that ‘other persons‘ know that the target vaa 
rerey because they saw him arrive at a certain house, or seated at a 
ble in a certain bar} or even seated on a park bench. The target is 
en confronted with the tact or his participation in the insurrection_ , 

5 he will also be7told that it he tails to cooperate or to carry out
' 

ture orders, be will expose himself to reprisals on the part of the 
|ime's police or military. ' 
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'-- Notification of the pclfce, infozzing on a target who refuses to join the guerrillas, can be easily carried out, when it is necessary, by means of-a letter with false declarations by citizens who are not imp11- 
cated in the movement. Care must be taken so that the person who [g- 
cruited him covertly should not be uncovered.v 

-- with the completion of clandestine missions for the movement, the 
involvement and commitment of each recruit will gradually become greater, 
and hls_con£idence’will increase. This should be a gradual process, in 
order to prevent confessions from frightened individuals to whom very 
difficult or dangerous missions have been assigned too early. Using this 
recruiting technique, our guerrilla can successfully infiltrate any key 
target group in the regime, in order to improve internal control over the 
enemy structure. ' 

3. gstablished Citizens, Subjective Control 
-Established citizens--such as doctors, lawyers, businessmen, land- 

owners, minor state officials, etc.--will be recruited into the aoveaeat 
and used for the subjective internal control of groups and associations, "
o 

to which they belong or may belong. Once the recruitment/involvement has; 
en accomplished, and has progressed to a point of reliability which ’"' 

permits specific instructions to be given to the cadre in order to begin 
to influence their groups, directions will be given to then to carry out 

Qetbe following: "

_ —- The procedure is simple and requires only a basic knowledge or 
Socratic dialectics: that is the knowledge which is inherent to another 
person or to the established position of a group} some topic, cone word

I 
\ __ '
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tr :::;;h2 related to the coal oi persuasion of our person in charge or 
recruitment.

' 

V 

-- The member then should introduce this topic, work of thought into 

the discussions or meetings of the target group, by means of a casual 
remark, which will improve the focus of other group members in relation 

/’\ 

to it (the topic, etc.). specific examples are: 
-- Groups of economic interests are motivated by profit, and general- 

ly feel that the system prevents the use of their abilities in this 
effort in some way, taxes, import/export tariffs, transportation costs, 
etc. The cadre in charge (of recruitment) will make this feeling of 
frustration increase in later conversations. 

-- Political aspirants, especially it they are not successful, feel 
that the system discriminates against them unjustly 5, limiting their 
capabilities, because the sandinista regime does not permit elections. 
The cadre should channel political discussions towards this frustration. 

~- social-intellectual critics (such as professors, teachers, priests, 
ntssionaries, etc.) generally reel that the government ignores their valid 
criticisms and unjustly censors their commentaries, especially in’: reeo- I 

lutionary situation. This can be easily demonstrated by she guerrilla
" 

member-as an injustice of the system, in meetings and discussions. 
-— In all of the target groups, after the frustrations have been -

' 

established, the hostility towards the obstacles to their aspirations 
will gradually be transferred toyard the present regime and its system of 
repression. 

_ 
';

' 

The guerrilla cadre vorking among the target groups should always 
\aintain a low-key presence, so that the development of hostile feelings

, 

‘\ 

I‘ 
’ 

I Ti 
7 _ 
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' tekards the Sandinista regime will seem to come spontaneously from the 
group's members, and not from the cadre's suggestions. This is subjective 
internal control.

. 

The anti-government hostility should be generalized and not 
necessarily in our favor. 

4. lgrganization of Cells gorpsecurity “ 

Internal cadres of our movement should be organized into cells of 
three'persons, with only one of them having contact outside of the cell. 

The three-man cell is the basic element of the movement; it has 
frequent meetings in order to receive orders and pass on information to 
the cell leader. These meetings are also very important for the cell 
members‘ encouragement of each other as well as for their morale. they 

. I 

should carry out self-criticism on the successes and tailures in 
. completing individual missions of subjective control. 

--Coordination of the three-member cell provides a secure_net§ork for 
-two-way communication; each member having contact with only one _

” 

operational dell; Members shall not reveal in cell coordination meetings 
the identity of their contact in an operational cell; they shall divulge - 

-only the nature of the activity in which the cell is involved, 0.1-, - 

political pa»ty wort, medical association work. _ 

'; There is no hierarchy of cells beyond a coordinating member, who is 
- the leader, through whom direct, but secret, contact will be maintained 

2 

with the commander of our guerrilla group in the operational area or 
zone. The diagram that follows does not indicate which new operational 
cell is the limit, but indicates that for every three operational cells 
've need a coordination cell. ' 

\

s 
\ i 
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5, incorporation into a 'Pront‘ Organization 
The merging of organizations recognized by the sendinist government, 

such as a 

trol occu 

with nass 
Hhen 

ssociations and other groups, through internal subjective con- 
rs in the final stages of the operation, in close relationship 
meetings: 
armed guerrilla action has spread sufficiently, large-scale 

armed propaganda missions will be conducted: propaganda teams will have 
clearly e 

target gr 

xpressed open support for the institutions; the enemy system of 
oups will be well infiltrated; and the preparation of these7 

groups when mass meetings are held. Then internal cadres will have to 
start discussions toward the 'merging' of forces into an organieatioo- 
this'organization shall be e front ‘facade’ group of our movement. 

Any other target group will be aware that other groups are evincing a 

greater hostility toward the government, the police, and the traditional ' 

legal bases or authority. The guerrilla cadres in that group, ouch as
_ 

teachers, wall cultivate this awareness by making comments like ‘so and 
so, who is n farmer, said that members of his cooperative believe that 
the new economic policy is absurd, poorly planned and unfair to the 
farmers.‘ 

when awareness that other groups are hostile to the regime is 
increased, group discussions are held openly and our movement will be 
rble to receive reports that most of its operations are equally shared. 

IIMIIiIIIIIIIIIIIII--'----“-----JL--_--_-—-——

I

u 
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, A. 71959 will develop greater hostility toueré the regime and the order to 
'a O 

merge will come forth. The incorporation into a ‘facade’ organization is 
undertaken as follows: 

-- Internal tbninuvz from our movement will meet with others in posi-' 
tions of leadership, such as presidents, leaders, and others, in orga- 

nized meetings presided by the organization's chief or our movement. ‘Two 

or three escorts may assist the guerrilla cadre if it becomes necessary. 
-= Following the meeting a joint communique is to be issued, announc- 

ing the creation of the 'tacade' organization, including names'and signa- 
tures ot participants and names of the organizations they represent. 

—- Following the issuance of this communique, mass meetings should be 
initiated, whose aim must be the destruction of the sandinist control 
system, 

6. Conclusions 
The development and control of_'facade' organizations in guerrilla 

warfare will provide 0Ut'movement with the capability of creating the 
effect of a 'backlash' within the population when the order to merge is ' 

given. when infiltration and internal subjective control have been ' 

developed alongside other guerrilla activities, one commafider of the 
democratic guerrilla could literally shake up and replace the sanainigt 
SCIUCUIIQ 

VI. CONTROL O? MEETINGS AND MASS CONCENTRATIONS

1 . Generalities . 

During the last stages of a guerrilla struggle, meetings and aass

I 
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concentrations are a powerful psychological instrument to carry out the .0 D 

mission. The purpose of this section is to train the guerrilla Student 
on techniques on meetings and mass concentrations in guerrilla warfare, 

2. Infiltration of Guerrilla cadres 
-- Infiltration o£ guerrilla cadres (either a member of our own move- 

ment or an outside member) in trade unions, youth movements, peasant‘ 
organizations, etc., preconditioning these groups to act among the 
masses, where thei will have to proselytize in a clandestine fashion for 
the insurrectional struggle. 

-- our psychological war team must develop in advance a hostile 
mental attitude among the target groups, so that at the given moment they 
:an turn their anger into violence, demanding their rights taken away by 
the regime. ' 

-- These preconditioning campaigns will be aimed at“the political
I >arties, professional organizations, students, workers, the unemployed 

nasses, the ethnic minorities, and at any°other vulnerable or recruitable 
sector of society; this also includes the popular masses and sympathisere 
.0 our movement. ' 

' ' 

A 
‘z

I 

1 The principal objective of a preconditioning camp:5gn is to create 
. negative "image' of the common enemy, for example: ' ” ' 

5. -s to describe managers of government collective entities as ”‘ 
slave drivers‘ in their treatment of the personnel. 

—- ro say that the police mistreat the people the sane as the 
ommunist 'gestapo.' 3 -

3 
-- To say that the officials of the Government oi National T

0

» 
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Eeconstructron are lackeys of Cuban-soviet imperialism. ' -'- our psychological warfare cadres will create temporary Comptrlsivg obsessions in mass concentrations or group meetings by hammering on spe- cific or selective topics; in informal conversations by expressing dis- content; writing editorials for newspapers and radio, aimed at condition:,'\ ing the people’: thinking for the decisive monent, at which time thef will turn to general violence; 
-1 To facilitate the preconditioning of the masses we must repeat phrases frequently to let the people know, for instance, that: -- The taxes they pay to the government do not benefit the people at all, and that, on the contrary, they are used in the form of

_ exploitation and to enrich government officials. 
-— Make evident to them that the people have beéh turned into slaves, and are being exploited by privileged political and military groups. -- That foreign advisors and their advisory programs are infactuality 'interventionists' in our ¢°un¢E§, that they direct the exploitation of the nation in accordance with the objectives of the soviet and Cuban.I imperialists so as to turn our people into slaves of the hammer and l1¢X1=2- l 

: ' 

3- _w on of_hpp5opriate slogans 
The commanders of the guerrilla var select their slogans according to be circumstances, for the purpose of mobilizing the masses in a broad 

it 0 i-4 0 1'). re Flu 

nnge of activities, and on the highest emotional level. 
when the insurrection of the masses is being carried out, our covert adres should make partial demands, initially demanding for example:"ve 

O
. 
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0 vent food,‘ ‘we want religious freedom,‘ ‘we want labor union freedom,' a 0
_ steps that will carry us toward the realization of the goals of our move- ment which are: GOD, COUNTRY AND DEMOCRACY. 

If a lack of organization and command is observed in the enemy autho- 
rity, and the people are in an excited state, this situation may be 
exploited so that our agitators may raise the tone of the watchvord t 

slogans to the point of carrying them to the highest pitch. 
If the masses are not emotionally excited, our agitators will con-0 

tinue with the ‘partial’ slogans, and the demands will be based on daily needs, connecting them with the goals of our movement. 
An example of the necessity for giving simple slogans is that few 

people think in terms of millions of cordobas, but any citizen, however poor he may be, unde'stands that a pair of shoes is'a necessity. The_ goals oi the movement are of an ideological nature, but our agitators 
in mind that food, ‘bread and butter,‘ ‘tortilla and heape,' 

win over the people, and they should understand that is their primary mission.
' 

4. Creation of Nuclei 
' This involves the mobilization of a specific number pf agitators tron the guerrilla organization of the village. this group will inevitably attract an equal number of curious individuals who are looking for adven- tures and thrills, as well as those who are dissatisfied with the system of government. The guerrillas will attract sympathizers, citizens who are discontent as a result of the repression or the (....). ro each ' 

guerrilla sub-unit will be assigned specific tasks and missions which I they should carry out.
- 

-' M M“ _ 
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' 
'3-l'14»£Q0~4’1-iif/.) will be mobilized in the largest number possible, together with individuals who have been affected by the communist dicta- torship, vhether it be that they have been robbed of their possessions, imprisoned, tortured or experienced any other type of aggression against ,' themselves. They will mobilize to the areas where the (CNK4hina1) and hostile elements of the rsLN, (CP§5 and others live, making an effort to ??Q.6U74K!4Ll with clubs, iron (jgihol, placards, and if possible small arms, which they will carry concealed. 
If possible, professional criminals will be hired to carry out speci- 

5* 
. 

A. .. l;4;${ cw: agitator will visit the villages where unemployed individuals may Jr.
I 

be present, as well as unemployment offices, in order to hire them for 
- ? unspecified ‘jobs.’ The recruitment of the (L.......)aindividuals is necessary because it creates a nucleus under absolute orders. 

The designated cadres will arrange in advance the transportation of the participants so as to take them to the meeting places in private or public vehicles, boats or any other means of transportation.
. Other cadres will be designated to make placards, flags and banners with different types of slogans or vatchwords, be they offthe partial, ' 

transitory or of the more radical type. 
Other cadres will be designated to prepare leaflets, posters, band- bills and pamphlets so as to make the meetings more colorful. this mate- rial vill contain instructions for the participants, and will also be _useful against the regime. :

I Specific jobs will be assigned to other elements in order to create a z 
-

n

0 

-
‘ 
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' 'ren:frJ ror the cause, leading the demonstrators into a confrontation 
uirh'author£t£es, so as to provoke riots or shootings which may cause the 
death of one or more persons who would become martyrs. a situation which 

;o»should be taken advantage of immediately against the regime so as to 
create greater conflicts. 

6. fay of Carrylng Out an_§prlsln9 in Mass heetings 
(It may be) affected by means of a small group or guerrillas infil- 

trated among the masses, those who will have the mission of agitating, 

giving the impression that they are numerous and that they have extensive 
popular support. employing the tactics of a force of 200 to 300 agita- 
tors, a demonstration can be created in which 10,000 to 20,000 persons 
take part 

Agitation of the masses in a demonstration is carried out by means of 
socio~po1itical objectives. One or several agents from our covert nove- 

nent, highly trained as mass agitators, should participant in this 
action, involving innocent persons so as to provoke an apparently sponta- 
neous protest demonstration. These individuals will direct the entire 

\ letting until its con¢lusi0n. -1-: 

51 Exteznal tomnand. This group stays out oi all activities, situated 
in such a way that it is able to observe the unfolding of the planned 
-vents from where it is stationed. As observation point, tor example. be 
hould look for a church steeple, a tall building, a tall tree, the 
lghest tier of the stadium or an auditorium, or any other high place. 

Internal Command. This individual will remain inside the crowd.) 
:eat importance should be given to protect the leaders of these indivi- 

‘ I
I 

@ 2 
miniIHIIII"l-'*_"-“ni---i-----‘_d 
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duels. some placards or allusive banners should be used to designate the Command Posts, and to send signals to the sub-units. This individual will avoid placing himself in locations where tights and incidents could occur after the demonstration begins. . 

Our key agitators will remain inside the crowd. The person in charge of this mission will in advance instruct the agitators to stay near the placards he has assigned to them, in order to protect the placards from any opponent. This way the commander will know where our agitators are located and will be able to send orders regarding the change of watch- words or slogans or any other unforeseen event, and eventually, if he so desires he can even encourage violence. 
At this stage, once the key cadres are spread out, they should posi- tion themseives at visible places, such as signs, light posts, and other conspicuous places. 
Our key agitators should avoid places of disturbances, once 1hey_have made sure they have started. . 

_ Defense Detachment. These individuals will act as moving bodyguards, forming a protective circle around the chief to protect him from the police and the army, or to help him escape if it were necessary. they should be highly disciplined and will only react to a verbal order tron the chief. E 

In the event that the chief takes part in a religious gathering, a tuneral, or any other kind or activity which should be conducted in an orderly manner, the bodyguards will remain in the rows that are very I
u 

close to the chief of to the placard carriers or banners in order to give

> 
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The participants in this mission should be guerrilla fighters dressed in civilian clothes, or else hired recruits who sympathize with our struggle and are against the oppressing regime.
A 

These members should be very highly disciplined and will use violence only on verbal orders from the person in charge. 
Messengers. They should remain close to the leaders, transmitting 

orders between the'external and internal commands. They will make use of radios, telephones, bicycles, motorcycles, automobiles or they will travel on foot or horse, taking trails or paths to shorten the distan- 
ces. Young adolescents (male and female) are ideal for this type o£_ mission. 

' ' 

shock troops. These men should be equipped with'non-tiring weapons 
. (knives, razors, chains, clubs) and should march behind the innocent and 

' f nwary participants. They should conceal their weapons. They will take ion only as ‘reinforcement’ if the guerrilla agitators are attached by ho police. Tbey will appear in a sudden, violent and surprising manner} n order to disiraat the authorities, thus making possible the quick 7 I 
.."F_‘|':‘,x.'.J!'q7,-1-‘Yy_’!f‘_§'.€1— 

>-§“_r’P‘;u¢- 

n‘ 

a- 

0 
-Q

B 

ls‘! 

vi‘) 
Fl‘ 

treat or escape of the internal command. . 
Banners and placards carriers. The banners and placards used is _ idemonstrations or gathering, will express the complaints of the popula- '1' 

*tion but when the demonstration arrives to its highest level of euphoria »or popular dissatisfaction, our infiltrat 
Qcards containing slogans and watchwords benefitting our cause and against 

ors will make use of the pla- 

the regime which we may be able to infiltrate inla covert manner. The

I 

\ _. 
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“ person in charge of this mission will in advance instruct the agitators ' 

to remain near the placards of any member of the opposition. This way, 
the commander will know where the agitators are located, and will be able 

" to send orders to change slogans and eventually‘encourage violence if he 
so wishes. 

watchwcrd_and applause agitators. They will be given specific
. 

instructions to use rehearsed vatchwords.g They will be able to use such 
phrases as"we are'hungry,' ‘we want bread,’ ‘we don't want communishm.' 

These tasks and techniques to agitate the masses are quite similar to the 
ones used by the cheer leaders at high school baseball and football 
games. The objective is to gain more supporters not just to shout 

slogans. - 

"' 

6. ggnclusions
2 

In a revolutionary movement of guerrilla warfare the gathering qt the 
- zasses and protest demonstrations are the essential elements for the 
" destruction of the enemy?s structure. 
I 
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VII. MASSIVE GRASS-ROOTS SUPPORT THROUGH PSYCHOLOGICAL OPERATIONS 

l. General Information 

Covering these sections separately could leave the student with §_ 

to give a clearer picture of this book. 

2. Motivation as a Propagandist—Combatant
0 

mission is as important as, if not more important than, his tactical 

mission. 

Each member of the struggle should know that his political 

3. Armed Propaganda 
Armed propaganda in small towns, rural villages, or city 

some doubts. Therefore, all sections are herewith summarized, in order é 
' \

I 

districts should give the impression that our weapons are not to exercise 
power over the people, but that-weapons are for the protection of the I 

people; that they are the power of the people against the PSLN government 

of oppression. » 

'

= 

4. Armed Propaganda Teams 

the Armed Propaganda Teams will combine political awareness with I 

the capacity for effecting propaganda for personal persugpion, which will 
'be carried out within the populated area. 

' ' 5. ‘cover’ Organizations
z 

The merger or various organizations and associations recognized 

by the government occurs by means of internal suhjective control in-the 

final stages of the operation, in close cooperation with the mass 

meetings 
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" E. Control of Mass Demonstrations
n 

g - ' Mixing members of the struggle with participants in the I?" 
V 

' 

‘

. 

; demonstration will give the appearance of a spontaneous, undirected 
I 

manifestation, which will be used by the agitators of the struggle in order to control the behavior of the masses. 
7. Conclusion

' 

Too frequently we view guerrilla war only from the point of combat actions. This evaluation is erroneous and extremely dangerous. 
Combat actions are not the key to triumph in guerrilla warfare, but a part of one of the six basic efforts. None of these efforts bears a 
priority; rather, they should progress in a parallel fashion.

, Emphasize-ING or excluding any of these efforts could bring about serious 
,_ DIFFICULTIES-difficulties and, at worse, even reilure. rue arsroar orr 

REVOLUTIONARY WARS HAS DEHONSTRATED THIS TRUTB.;
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‘ APPENDIX 

oarcronxcm. Tsganrouss " 

l. General Information 
' The purpose of this appendix is to complement the guidelines an 

, recommendations to guerrilla/propagandists expressed in the topic 
‘Techniques for Persuasion in Conversations and Speeches‘ (sec. IV), in 
order to improve the capabilities for organization and expression of 
thought on the part of those who wish to perfect their oratorical skills 
After all, oratory is one of the most valuable resources in exercisin9 
leadership. Oratory can be used, then, as an extraordinary political 
tool; 2 

2. The Audience . 

Oratory is the coincidental means of communicati 
' lence; that is, the speaker and his audience coincide in a single tine 
!--and place. For that reason, each speech should be a diffitrent 

= experience, framed in ‘that’ circumstance or actual situation in which 
the audience is living and is influenced. So that audience should be 
considered as a ‘state of mind‘: Happiness, sadness, anger, fear, etc., 

. are psychic states that we should consider to exist in our audience, and 
it is the environment that affects the target public. 

whe human being consists of a mind and a soul; he acts in’ 
-‘accordance with thoughts and feelings, and responds to the stimuli of 
ideas and emotions.
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n If G7 refore, there are only two possibleiapproaches to any 
exposition, including speeches: a real approach, based on appeals to 
reason, that is, to thought; and an idealized approach, which appeals to 
the emotions, or to the sentiments. '

. 

As far as the speaker is concerned, even though he should be 
sensitive to the existing collective emotions, at the same time he should 
set himself apart in order to be able to effectively lead and control the 
emotions of the audience. When during the oratqrical momentum the 
antithesis between heart and mind is produced, judgment, the 
characteristic of a leader, must always prevail.\ 

3. Political Oratory 
Political oratory is one of various forms oi public speaking and 

usually accomplishes one of the following three objectives: it teaches, 
persuades or moves the audience; the method used boils down to appeals, 
commands, questions and answers. .

2 

‘ - 

Oratory is a quality so tied to political leadership that it can 
be said that the history of political speakers is the political history 
of humanity, a statement upheld by names such as Cicero, Demosthenes, 
Dante, hirabeau, Robespierre, Clemenceau, Lenin, Trotsky,_Bussolini, 
litter, Roosevelt, etc. 

4. Positive.Aspects of a Speech “ 

In general the features aost valued in a speech, and 

specifically in a political speech within the framework of psychological 

action in the armed struggle, are the following: 2 

‘ 

3 - 

orevity and succinctness: a five minute speech-is ideal. &’_ 

speaker who is brief demonstrates even more his ability as stated in that 
_well»known expression: ‘if they want a two hour speech, I'll begin now; 
gif they want one that lasts only two minutes, let me think awhile.‘ 
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- Development around a theme: a speechtmust be a group of 
organized ideas which develop around a subject. A good speech is 
expresssed in concepts and not only with words.’

. 

Logic: the ideas presented must be logical and easily 
g@\4 . 

‘ 

%I 

acceptable. Never should_the logic in the minds of the audience be » 

challenged, since this would lead immediately to a loss of vhat is most 
important: namely credibility. when possible it is advisable to base a ,

, 

speech on a syllogism which the speaker should adapt to his exposition. 
For example: ‘Those who enrich themselves while governing are thieves; 
the sandinists have become rich while governing; therefore, the 
sandinists are thieves.‘ This could be the message of a speech on the _ 

administrative corruption of the regime. whenever a speech lacks an idea 

f or a group of directing ideas, it can easily become dispersed and ‘ 

, confusing. -

' 

~ S. Parts of a Speech ~ 
‘ '

. 

There is no true improvisation in oratory. Every speaker uses I 
_ ‘mental plan’ which permits him to organize hi81iflE8$ and concepts 'E" - 

. Wquickly. with practice.ir is possible to do this in only a tew seconds, * 

.alnost simultaneously with speaking. - 

V 

- ?"~ 

- 

K _ 
The elements which constitute a speech appear below in the order 

to those who wish to consistently improve their speaking‘ 

|l..~ability: 2

' 

av ' 

, Introduction or.exordium: Upon initial contact with the 
\._ n . 
, audience, a personal introduction can be made or;one for the group to

J 

P \ 

which we belong as well as the reason for our presence there, etc. 
‘é

1
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example: '!reedom for the poor, freedom for the rich, freedom for all.‘ In 

6. Some Literary Resources 

although there are typically oratorical figures of speech, truly, oratory 

has borrowed a large number of figures from other literary genres, several of 

which we use, often unconsciously, in our daily expressions and even in our
\ 

speech. ' 

2 L I

‘ 

Below we list a good number of literary riguresruhich are frequently used 

in oratory, recommending to those interested that they use them in moderation,
f 

Y 
_

; 

since an orator who makeslexeessive use of literary figures loses authenticity
j 

and sounds false. 
_ , 

The figures that are most often used in oratory are those obtained through 

the repetition of words at certain points of the speech, such as: _

v 

reiteration, a eompletelphrase (siogan) is repeated insistently throughout the, 

speech: tor example: ‘with God and patriotism we uill defeat communism,
' 

@—u-s-_ 

as-_@nawa-111-noqcni 

111111 

11-pa. 

I 

_ 

_~ 

A 

_‘ 

because. . .' _ 
-

I 

u 

Conversion is repetition at the end of each phrase. For example: ‘Ibo 

Sandinist [movement] pretends to be above everyone, dominate everyone, lord . 

over everyone, and as an absolute tyranny, eliminate everyone.‘
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During these first seconds it is important to make a strong 1mp;¢5s5°n’ 1 0"‘ ; . ~ 

*

a attracting the attention of and stirring interest in the listeners. In = 

previously prepared slogan, or he can tell a dramatic or humorous 

, a 

order to achieve this, the speaker can begin with a famous saying or a
u 

"4 
anecdote, etc. '

. 

-
1 Proposal or statement: the subject of the speech is defined, / 

either by explaining it as a whole or in parts.
x 

assessment or argument: arguments are presented in exactly this-
2 

order: first the negative arguments, or those which oppose the thesis \ 

which is to be upheld, and then the positive asrguments, or those 
_J 

favorable to our thesis, immediately adding proofs or facts which support
. 

, 
these arguments. 1 I 

'$umming up or conclusion: a brief summary should be made and the Q 

j conclusions should be made more explicit. ‘ 

Exhortation: an appeal for public action is made, in other 

a’_words, the audience is encouraged almost always energetically to do or
‘ 

- not to do something. - 

_ A

- 

Complexity: repetition takes place at the beginning and at the , 

J .end of the clauses. Example: ‘who brought the Russian-Cuh§n intervention? 
'= The Sandinists. and who‘trades in arms with the neighboring countries? 
Y fhe sandinists. and who proclaims now to be a supporter of 

:5 

11 non-intervention? The Sandinists.' ' t 

Reduplication, when the phrase begins with the same word that 
/ ' 

ends the previous phrase. Example: ‘we fight for_democracy, democracy 
and social justice.‘ Linking is a chain formed by several duplications.
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~.¢i1¢e I - ‘ ‘ 1. 5 svevple: ‘Communism transmits the deception from the ¢hi1¢ g¢ ghe youth‘ e I" 
V 

g

' 

_ from the youth to the-adult, and from the adult to the elderly.‘ 
-- In the play on words one uses the same words with a different

2 

meaning to obtain a clever effect. Example: ‘The greatest wealth of each human being is his own freedom, because slaves will always be poor, but 
! we the poor can have the wealth of our freedom.‘ e

‘ 

2 

-- Similar rhythum, by using verbs of the same tense and person, or 
nouns'of the same number‘and case. Example: ‘We who are fighting will 
enter marching because who perseveres reaches and who gives up falls 
behind.‘ 

A 
F ~ 

-- synonymity, the repetition of words of similar meaning. Example: . ‘We demand a Nicaragua for all without exceptions without omissions.‘ 

-- comparison or simile which determines the resemblance relation 

K- 
Among the most commonly used background figures of speech are: 

between two or more beings or things. Example ‘Because we love Zhrist we .
. 

~

n» 
~ love his bishops and ministers.‘ "Free as a bird.‘v 

-- antithesis, is the contrast of words, ideas or phrases of opposite! 
, leaning. Example: ‘They promised freedom and gave slavery; that they .:. 

- 5 
5

O 
. would distribute wealth and distributed poverty; that theyfwould bring

5 m peace and brought about war.‘ 
;

fi Among the logical figures are the following:
0 -- Concession which is a clever way of conceding something to the I

1 » opponent in order to better emphasize the difficulties by using 
conjunctions such as: but, however, although, nevertheless, in spite o£,' ' 

'etc. Example: ‘the mayor has been honest here, but he ts not the one who 
é
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haniles all the monies of the nation.‘ This is an effective wav of 
' . 

g
d

J I 0.’ _ 
'~-- 0 , , rebutting when the opinion of the audience is not completely on our side. 

-- Permission, when apparently one agrees to something but in reality 
rejects it. Example: ‘Do not protest but subvert.‘ ‘speak low but tel}\/ 

I 6 everyone (rumor) 
-- Prolepsis is a refutation in advance. Example: “Some will think 

it is only promises; they will say just like the others said it, but it , 

is not so. we are'different, we are Christians, we consider God witness 
of our words.‘ 

~- Preterition consists of a ruse which by feigning discretion, 
something very clear and indiscrete is said. Example: ‘If I were not 
obligated to safeguard military secrets, I would tell all of you about 
the great quantity of armaments in our possession, so that you may have 

' greater confidence in the certainty of our victory.’ '
- 

- ee The communication is a way of asking and answering a question 
oneself. Example: ‘If they have disrespect £or God's ministers, will 
they respect us, simple citizens that we are? Never.‘ 

~- Doubt is a way to express perplexity or helplessness in saying 
p 
something, used solely as an oratorical aid. Example: id am only a 

Y 
peasant and can tell you very little. I don't know very much and cannot 

~. explain the complex issues of politics. That is why I'm speaking to you 
ifrom the heart, my simple heart of a peasant, which we all are.‘ 

. 
~- Litotes is a means of signifying much while saying very little. 

Example: ‘The nine commanders haven't stolen much, only the whole 
, . 

country.‘ ' ‘A '
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3 licaraqua, make the seed of liberty grow.‘ 
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g. ,-- .rony consists of meaning the exact opposite of what is beinc . J’ ‘I I 

,_ _ 
-' said.‘ Example: ‘The divine throngs who threaten and kill, those are 

really Christian.‘ 
--Amplificdtibn is presenting an idea'from different angles. Example; 

‘Political votes are the power of the people in democracy. Economic 
votes are their power in the economy. The majorities decide what is to 
be produced whether they buy or not. That is the way of economic 
democracy. - 

The pathetic figures most commonly used;are: 
-- prayer or supplication to obtain something. Example: ‘Lord, free 

us from the yoke, grant us freedom.‘ ' 
'

A 

-— The implication of threat, expressing a feeling against what 1; 
unjust or unsolvable. Eiample: ‘May there be a ?atherland for all, or 
for none at all.‘ I

' 

-- The threat, similar to the above, presents a feeling of £31-will 
towards others. Example: ‘May they sink into the chasm of their own 
orruption.' ' 

t ,' 
-— The apostrophe, consists of addressing something extraterrestrial ' 

or inanimate as if it were a living being. Example: ‘Mountains of 
I‘ 

-- Interrogation consists of questioning oneself for the sake of 
- phasis. It differs from the communication in that the latter gives an 
answer which is logical, not pathetical. Bxamplet ‘If they.have already‘ 
tilled my family, friends, my brother peasant, do‘! have another recourse ' 

- 

.-pip-n

Q ‘but to take up arms?‘ V 
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thought to be completed mentally by the audience; Example:_ ‘They 
K 

premised political pluralism and delivered totalitarianism; they promised 

social justice and they have increased poverty. They offered press 
freedom and delivered censorship. Now they promise the world free 

elections.....!/ 
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